CROSS PLATFORM SUPPORT
We are committed to providing trial balance software for the Windows’ operating
system. However, when we discovered that the development platform we selected
would also allow us to create a cross platform application that could also run on the
Mac operating system, we couldn’t resist.
Currently, we have been unable to find an application, like Quick Trial Balance, that
runs on the Mac. Does that mean that no one wants it? On the contrary, we’ve
received many calls during the last couple of years asking for a version that runs on
the Mac.

What isn’t cross platform?

Let’s be honest, when most companies say cross platform, what they really mean is
that they have a version for each platform, but they don’t operate, maybe even look,
the same way.
There is only one thing in Quick Trial Balance Pro that you can only do in the
Windows version and that’s convert your Quick Trial Balance data files to the format
used by Quick Trial Balance Pro. Why? I’m going to refer you to the How-To article
named “QTB vs QTBPRO Data Files” for an answer to this question.
Other than that, there is no difference, other than what can be attributed to the
native look in each operating system, between Quick Trial Balance Pro on Windows
and the Mac version.
Put simply, you will be able to go from the Windows version to the Mac version and
back again without changes to your Quick Trial Balance Pro data file or any learning
curve. We spent hours ensuring that this would be the case and if you are well
versed in both operating systems – as we have become – you will be extremely
comfortable using either version.

Updates?

Updates will be pushed out for both the Windows and Mac versions simultaneously
so there will never be a case that you will experience any differences when using
one version or the other due to recent updates.

